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Abstract. An approximate solution of the Riemann problem associated with a realisable and objective
turbulent second-moment closure, which is valid for compressible ﬂows, is examined. The main features of
the continuous model are ﬁrst recalled. An entropy inequality is exhibited, and the structure of waves associated with the non-conservative hyperbolic convective system is brieﬂy described. Using a linear path to
connect states through shocks, approximate jump conditions are derived, and the existence and uniqueness
of the one-dimensional Riemann problem solution is then proven. This result enables to construct exact or
approximate Riemann-type solvers. An approximate Riemann solver, which is based on Gallouët’s recent
proposal is eventually presented. Some computations of shock tube problems are then discussed.
Key words: Riemann problem, Approximate Riemann solver, Turbulent closure

Nomenclature

For i = 1 → 3, and j = 1 → 3:

f,i

Rij = ρui uj 
turbulent Reynolds stress tensor
v
Σij = −µ(Ui,j + Uj,i − 23 U1,1 δij )
molecular viscous strain tensor
Φij
(so-called) pressure strain correlation
tensor

partial derivative of f with respect to
xi
f,t
partial derivative of f with respect to
t
θ
Reynolds average of instantaneous
variable θ
θ = θ − ρθ/ρ Favre decomposition of θ
θ 
Reynolds average of ﬂuctuation
(in the sense of Favre’s averaging)
ρ (or ρ)
mean density
p (or p)
mean pressure
T = p/ρ
mean temperature
E (or E)
mean total energy
η
entropy
fηnv
non-viscous part of entropy ﬂux
fηv
viscous part of entropy ﬂux
ε
dissipation rate of the turbulent kinetic
energy K
For i = 1 → 3:
Ui

mean velocity in xi direction

Correspondence to: J.M. Hérard
(e-mail: Herard@cmi.univ-mrs.fr)

For i = 1 → 3, and j = 1 → 3, and k = 1 → 3:
Φkij = ρui uj uk 

triple velocity correlation

Reynolds stress tensor invariants:
I = 2K = trace (R) turbulent kinetic energy
IIR = trace (R2 )
second invariant of R
IIIR = trace (R3 ) third invariant of R
For i = 1 → 3:
λi

eigenvalues of the Reynolds stress
tensor R
δ1i = Rii
ﬁrst fundamental minor of R (no
summation)
δ2i = Rαα Rββ − (Rαβ )2
second fundamental minor of R
(no summation); α and β are not equal and not equal to i
δ3 = det(Rij )
third fundamental minor of R
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1 Introduction
We present herein some new results, which are expected
to be useful for numerical studies of turbulent compressible ﬂows using second order closures. These seem to be
attractive from both theoretical and numerical points of
view. Numerical investigation of turbulent compressible
ﬂows is usually carried out using one- or two-equation
turbulent compressible models, such as the well-known
K-ε closure, or computing the governing equations for all
Reynolds stress components. Diﬀerential transport models are potentially capable of predicting the inﬂuence of
a shock wave on the anisotropy of the Reynolds stress
tensor, as idealized studies of shock wave/turbulence interaction suggest (Uhlmann 1997). Actually, both ﬁrst order and second-moment models involve non-conservative
ﬁrst order diﬀerential systems. Two-equation turbulent
closures have been recently investigated (Forestier et al.
1995, 1997; Hérard 1995b; Hérard et al. 1995; Louis 1995);
these references suggest two diﬀerent ways, namely, (i) a
Godunov-type approach alike Godunov’s (1959) original
scheme (Forestier et al. 1997), and (ii) a ﬂux-diﬀerencesplitting as originally proposed by Roe (extended to nonconservative systems, for instance, by Hérard 1995b), to
compute convective ﬂuxes and non-conservative terms, so
that turbulent shock-tube problems might be numerically
simulated. Both ways have been proven to be suitable
tools for that purpose, and enable to preserve Riemann invariants in linearly degenerate ﬁelds. It was also conﬁrmed
numerically (Page and Uhlmann 1996) that standard Euler Riemann solvers are not adequate for that goal. Turning now to second-moment closures, preceeding remarks
still hold; moreover, as underlined recently by Uhlmann
(1997), Euler-type Riemann solvers can no longer be used
to compute this kind of closures, since they provide unstable computational results in some situations, which are
mainly due to the occurrence of two new waves, which do
not exist in the Euler framework. Though emphasis is put
on a simple objective and strongly realisable model arising
from the literature, the present analysis extends to more
complex closures proposed by Fu et al. (1987), Shih and
Lumley (1985), Shih et al. (1994).
It must be emphasized here that a priori suitability
of second-order compressible closures to predict the behaviour of ﬂows including shocks (or even contact discontinuities) is beyond the purpose of the present paper, and
might generate a huge discussion. Moreover, it is absolutely not claimed here that the approach is the most adequate one. In particular, one should at least distinguish the
adequacy of second-moment closures in compressible ﬂows
including shock waves in terms of two distinct concepts.
First of all, one may wonder whether continuous solutions
satisfy some basic “intrinsic” concepts such as realisability
(Lumley 1978), invariance under some frame rotation or
translation (Speziale 1979), or some constraint pertaining
to thermodynamics; this will be brieﬂy discussed below,
and many references to previous works will be recalled.
A second way to evaluate these models is related to their
ability to predict accurately unsteady complex situations
encountered in well-documented experiments; as recalled

above, many papers referenced in the work by Uhlmann
(1997) address this problem. Thus, the basic two ideas
underlined in the work are actually the following ones.
Assuming the second-moment closure approach is indeed
a suitable one, how should one try to compute unsteady
ﬂows including discontinuities (shocks and contact discontinuities) when applying this kind of closures to the
averaged Navier-Stokes equations? And even more: may
one exhibit analytical solutions of such a model, at least
in a one-dimensional framework (though accounting for
three spatial dimensions of the physical space)? The latter problem is indeed a delicate one since the occurrence
of non-conservative terms in the ﬁrst order set of partial
diﬀerential equations renders the problem of formulating
jump conditions much more diﬃcult than in the purely
conservative framework (see the basic works of Dal Maso
et al. 1995; Le Floch 1988; Le Floch and Liu 1992 on that
speciﬁc topic).
In the ﬁrst three sections, governing equations and
some basic properties of the whole viscous system are
brieﬂy described. Approximate jump conditions are then
proposed, which are based on a linear path with respect
to some non-conservative variable. This allows constructing the solution of the 1-D Riemann problem, applying
for the entropy inequality, and restricting to weak shocks.
The solution of the Riemann problem satisﬁes realisability requirements. These results enable us to propose in the
fourth section a simple but eﬃcient way to compute timedependent solutions including rarefaction waves, shocks
and contact discontinuities. It should be emphasised here
that other ways to provide approximate Riemann solvers
based on strongly coupled upwinding techniques may be
suggested, but the main purpose of the present contribution is not to exhibit the “ultimate” scheme but to take advantage of the continuous analysis to exhibit an expected
meaningful compromise between eﬃciency and accuracy.
In particular, the comparison with commonly used Roe’s
method may be found in the work by Uhlmann (1997),
though the latter scheme does not comply exactly with
so-called Roe’s condition (which corresponds to the consistency with the integral form of the conservation law, when
focusing on conservation laws). The ﬁfth section will thus
be devoted to the presentation of sample computational
results of turbulent shock tube problems, which conﬁrm
the capabilities of the scheme, even when the turbulent
Mach number is close to one.

2 Set of equations
Before we examine the solution of the one-dimensional
Riemann problem associated with the whole governing set
of equations, and then introduce the approximate Riemann solver which is used to compute turbulent compressible ﬂows with shocks, we ﬁrst recall some basic results connected with a simple strongly-realisable secondmoment closure, which is based on standard Favre’s (1965)
averaging. All commonly used averaging symbols (overtilda for the Favre averaging) have been dropped herein
to avoid confusion between instantaneous and averaged
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values of functions. Brackets  – which are present in
some places – refer to the Reynolds averaging of variables,
instead of standard overbar notations. The latter will be
used for the arithmetic average when discussing numerical
implementation in ﬁnite-volume codes. The nomenclature
is intended to help readers who are not very familiar with
these notations. Hence, the set of equations is (see the
work by Vandromme and Ha Minh (1986) for a general
presentation):
(ρ),t + (ρUi ),i = 0 ;
(1)
 v
(ρUi ),t + (ρUi Uj ),j + (pδij ),j + (Rij ),j = − Σij ,j (2)
  v 
(E),t + (EUj ),j + (Ui (pδij + Rij )),j = − Ui Σij
,j

   

Φkjj
p
+ σE
+
− (ui p),i ;
(3)
ρ j
2
,j

,k

(Rij ),t + (Rij Uk ),k + Rik Uj,k + Rjk Ui,k = −ui p,j
2 ε
trace (R)δij + (Φkij ),k ,
−uj p,i + Φij −
(4)
3 I
with
Rij = ρui uj  ;
(5)


2
v
Σij
(6)
= −µ Ui,j + Uj,i − U1,1 δij .
3
Moreover, it is assumed that the perfect gas state law
holds. Hence:


1
ρUj Uj
− Rjj .
(7)
p = (γ − 1) E −
2
2

3

where τ represents some turbulent time scale. Basic constraints are recalled now. First of all, solutions of the whole
closed set should be such that (8a–c) hold. In particular,
(8a) gives:
Rii ≥ 0 (i = 1, 2, 3) ;
2
≥0
Rii Rjj − Rij

(1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ 3) ;

2
2
R11 R22 R33 + 2R12 R13 R23 − R33 R12
− R11 R23
2
−R22 R13
≥ 0.

Any positive quantity θ (chosen among the fundamental
minors of the Reynolds stress tensor R) should behave
as follows when vanishing (see Fu et al. 1987; Hérard
1994, 1995a, 1996; Lumley 1978, 1983; Pope 1985; Shih
and Lumley 1985; Shih et al. 1993):
θM = 0 ⇒ {(Dt θ)M = 0 and (Dt (Dt θ))M ≥ 0} .
Lumley (1978) proposed a simple model for the pressurestrain term Φij , which is in agreement with the previous
constraints. We thus focus on this closure, which accounts
for the return-to-isotropy process and fulﬁls the objectivity requirement (Hérard 1994; Lumley 1978; Speziale
1979). Hence:



δ3
ε
Iδij
2+f 3
,
Φij = −
Rij −
I
I
3
where δ3 denotes the product of the three eigenvalues of
the Reynolds stress tensor, i.e.
δ 3 = λ1 λ2 λ3 ,

Given some (normalised) vector n in IR3 , admissible states should comply with the over-realisability constraints

and I stands for the trace of the Reynolds stress tensor:

Rnn (x, t) = nt R(x, t)n > 0

(8a)

I = Rii .

ρ(x, t) ≥ 0 ;

(8b)

p(x, t) ≥ 0 .

(8c)

The exact form of the function f is given in the original
paper by Lumley (1978).
Finally, it is assumed that the turbulent velocity ﬁeld
almost follows a Gaussian distribution, and we thus neglect the triple velocity correlation:

and be such that

Φkij = 0 .

We also need to introduce:
Un (x, t) = Ut (x, t)n .

(9)

Above, ρ stands for the mean density, U is the mean velocity, E denotes the mean total energy and p is the mean
pressure. The Reynolds stress tensor is R, and K is the
turbulent kinetic energy (K = trace (R)/2); γ (greater
than one) is the ratio of speciﬁc heats and σE is a positive
function; µ is the molecular viscosity. A standard equation
governs the motion of the mechanical dissipation ε. The
turbulent mass ﬂux is modelled according to the proposition of Ristorcelli (1993):
ui 

Rij
= τ 2 ρ,j ,
ρ

3 Some basic results
3.1 Entropy inequality
We introduce the so-called “conservative” state variable:
Wt = (ρ, ρU, ρV, ρW, E, R11 , R22 , R33 , R12 , R13 , R23 ) .
Focusing on regular solutions of set (1-4), the following
may be easily derived:
Proposition 1.
Deﬁne:

η(W) = −ρ log(pρ−γ )
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and

fηnv (W) = Uη .

Regular solutions W of set (1–4) are such that:
η,t +∇·(fηnv (W))+∇·(fηv (W, ∇W)) = Sη (W, ∇W) ≤ 0 .
The source term may be written as:
γ−1
T

σE
1 v
×
T,i T,i + ε − Σij (Ui,j + Uj,i )
T
2
τ
−(γ − 1) 2 ρ,i Rij ρ,j
ρ

Sη (W, ∇W) = −

(noting that T = p/ρ). The viscous ﬂux is such that
fηv (W, ∇W) = 0 if ∇W = 0. Thus, the entropy inequality
reduces to
−σ[η] + fηnv ≤ 0
in the non-viscous limit. It will be helpful to connect states
through genuinely non-linear ﬁelds in a physical way, when
neglecting viscous eﬀects. This entropy inequality is similar to one arising when investigating one- and two-equation models (Forestier et al. 1997; Hérard 1995b).
3.2 A conservative entropy-consistent
splitting-up technique
We now introduce the following splitting-up technique,
which requires solving a ﬁrst-order diﬀerential system including a very small amount of laminar viscous eﬀects, and
a second step which treats both source terms and second
order terms. The main advantage is that this technique
enables including mass ﬂux contributions (as described
above), if needed. Another interesting point is that it isolates terms arising from turbulence modelling in step II,
whereas step I only involves non-controversial contributions. Hence, we set:
Step I:

the non-viscous limit of which being
η,t + (Uj η),j ≤ 0 .
In a similar way, smooth solutions of step II satisfy


η,t + (fηv )j ,j


γ − 1 σE
1−θ v
=−
T,i T,i + ε −
Σij (Ui,j + Uj,i )
T
T
2
−(γ − 1)uj ρ,j .
This results in

η,t ≤ 0

in the non-viscous limit, whenever turbulent mass ﬂuxes
are neglected or chosen to be in agreement with the former
proposition: ui  = τ (Rij /ρ2 )ρ,j . This approach may be
extended to the framework of some more complex closures
where so-called rapid pressure-strain correlations are accounted for in a suitable way. This is not discussed herein.
From now on, we focus on the most diﬃcult part,
namely step I.
3.3 Hyperbolicity criteria
for the non-conservative convection system
We focus now on statistically two-dimensional turbulence,
and hence assume that
R13 = R23 = 0 ,
and also

(ρ),t + (ρUi ),i = 0 ;

 v
(ρUi ),t + (ρUi Uj ),j + (pδij ),j + (Rij ),j = −θ Σij
;
,j
  v 
(E),t + (EUj ),j + (Ui (pδij + Rij )),j = −θ Ui Σij ,j
(Rij ),t + (Rij Uk ),k + Rik Uj,k + Rjk Ui,k = 0 .
Step II:
(ρ),t = 0 ;
(ρUi ),t = −(1 − θ)
(E),t = −(1 − θ)









v
Ui Σij

−ui p,j

−

whatever ϕ stands for. We also introduce a “2D conservative” state variable:
Zt = (ρ, ρU, ρV, E, R11 , R22 , R12 , R33 ) .
The non-conservative convective subset arising from (1–4)
(or step I) reads:
2

Z,t +

;

  
p
σE
ρ j




,j

uj p,i

+

,j

2 ε
trace (R)δij .
+ Φij −
3 I

W =0

ϕ,3 = 0

2

v
Σij
,j

− (ui p),i ;
(Rij ),t =

The parameter θ is assumed to lie in [0,1]. Numerical simulations of the system involved in step I will be depicted
later setting θ to zero. Note that all second order terms
in step II are in conservative form, unless turbulent mass
ﬂuxes are accounted for. Regular enough solutions of step
I agree with


1 v
γ−1
− Σij (Ui,j + Uj,i ) ≤ 0 ,
η,t + (Uj η),j = −θ
T
2

i=1

(Fi (Z)),i +

Anc
i (Z)Z,i = 0 .

i=1

This enables to derive
Proposition 2.
Deﬁne:


c1 =

γp
Rnn
+3
ρ
ρ

1/2
;

(10)
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c2 =

Rnn
ρ

1/2
.

(i) The two-dimensional non-conservative ﬁrst order partial diﬀerential set (10) is a non-strictly hyperbolic system
if (8a–8c) holds. Eigenvalues are:
λ1 = Un − c1 ;
λ2 = Un − c2 ;
λ3 = λ4 = λ5 = λ6 = Un ;
λ7 = Un + c2 ;

4 An approximate solution
of the one-dimensional Riemann problem
From now on we restrict ourselves to shocks of small amplitude. We afterwards connect states (ρ−1 , U , V , p, R11 ,
R22 , R33 , R12 ) with a linear path (see Dal Maso et al.
1995; Le Floch 1988; Le Floch and Liu 1992; Sainsaulieu
1995a,b) across discontinuities. If σ stands for the speed
of a travelling discontinuity, the following approximate
jump conditions arise (we set [ϕ]rl = ϕr − ϕl and ϕlr =
(ϕr + ϕl )/2):
−σ[ρ]rl + [ρU ]rl = 0 ;
−σ[ρU ]rl + ρU 2 + R11 + p

λ8 = Un + c1 .
(ii) In a one-dimensional framework, the 1-wave and the
8-wave are genuinely non-linear; other ﬁelds are linearly
degenerate.
The computation of eigenvalues and right eigenvectors
is tedious but straightforward. We refer to the books by
Godlewski and Raviart (1996), Smoller (1983) for basic
concepts and deﬁnitions to investigate hyperbolic systems
under conservation form. It seems worth noting the occurrence of two new contact discontinuities with respect to
the Euler framework. It must be noted that the eigenvalue
problem is “ill-conditioned”, due to the fact that the turbulent Mach number, which is proportional to (K/p)1/2 is
usually much smaller than one. A sketch of waves is given
in Fig. 1.

5

r
l

=0;

r

−σ[ρV ]rl + [ρU V + R12 ]l = 0 ;
r

−σ[E]rl + [U (E + R11 + p]l + [V R12 ]rl = 0 ;
−σ[R11 ]rl + [U R11 ]rl + 2(R11 )lr [U ]rl = 0 ;
−σ[R22 ]rl + [U R22 ]rl + 2(R12 )lr [V ]rl = 0 ;
−σ[R12 ]rl + [U R12 ]rl + (R11 )lr [V ]rl + (R12 )lr [U ]rl = 0 ;
−σ[R33 ]rl + [U R33 ]rl = 0 .
Obviously, these approximate jump conditions turn out
to be the exact ones when the turbulence vanishes (i.e.
setting R11 = R22 = R33 = R12 = 0). Owing to the
entropy inequality
−σ[η] + fηnv ≤ 0 ,
it may be proven that the 1D Riemann problem with sufﬁciently weak shocks has a unique entropy-consistent solution.
Proposition 3.
Deﬁne:
1/2
γpi
Xi =
ρi
 3−γ 1/2
 ρi  (γ−1)/2 
(Rnn )i a
a
da
1+3
×
ρ
γp
ρ
a
i
i
i
0


Fig. 1. Sketch of waves: GNL – genuinely non-linear wave; LD
– linearly degenerate wave

Let us note also that, due to the fact that in most practical applications the turbulent intensity K, which varies
as Rnn , is small as compared with either the sound propagation in the laminar case or even with the mean velocity
U in the turbulent case, intermediate states Z2 and Z6 will
be diﬃcult to distinguish from each other; this will be conﬁrmed by numerical experiments. This remark still holds
in the multi-dimensional case, whenever one uses structured or unstructured meshes; however, the direction of
the outward normal vector to a cell interface may modify
(increase or decrease) the value of the ratio (U · n/Rnn )
at a given position in space.

for i = L, R. Assume that initial data is in agreement
with (8a–c). Then, the one-dimensional Riemann problem
associated with the non-conservative system (10), abovementioned approximate jump conditions, and initial data
Z(x < 0 , t = 0) = ZL ,
Z(x > 0 , t = 0) = ZR
has a unique solution in agreement with conditions (8a) if
the following condition holds:
(Un )R − (Un )L < XL + XR .
The solution is such that the mean pressure and the mean
density remain positive in the (x, t) plane.
The reader is referred to Appendices A1–A4 for proof.
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Remark 1. The above-mentioned condition of existence
and uniqueness is the counterpart of the well-known condition of vacuum occurrence when investigating the onedimensional Riemann problem in gas dynamics (Smoller
1983) and restricting to the perfect gas state laws. It must
be emphasized that the realisability of the Reynolds stress
tensor is preserved, through contact discontinuities, but
also through genuinely non-linear ﬁelds, whenever these
turn out to be shocks or rarefaction waves (see Appendix
A5).
Remark 2. It is clear that the solution of the one-dimensional Riemann problem is close to that associated with
the Riemann problem arising in one- or two-equation turbulent models (Forestier et al. 1997). In the present case,
the leading variables are, in fact, ρ, Un , p, Rnn ; this means
that for given initial data for ρ, Un , p, Rnn on both sides
of the initial interface, the solution is completely determined, independently of the values for the remaining components. This is due to the fact that the above quantities
remain constant through the two new contact discontinuities, since we get, using notations introduced in Fig. 1:

scheme (Harten et al. 1983), or its extension such as the
HLLC scheme (Toro 1997) in order to account for the
three distinct contact discontinuities, are also natural candidates for that purpose. Sample results with the help of
the Rusanov scheme and an approximate form of the Roe
scheme will be very brieﬂy discussed as well.
In order to simplify the presentation, we now consider
statistically one-dimensional ﬂows in the x-direction, and
thus deﬁne a “conservative” vector state Zt = (ρ, ρU, ρV, E,
R11 , R22 , R12 , R33 ), and introduce a matrix B1 (Z):
B1 (Z) =
We recall that

We focus here on the computation of step I using θ = 0.
The computation of viscous ﬂuxes, which are present in
the right hand side of equations (2) and (3), requires only
the implementation of central schemes. Moreover, suitable
ways to implement source terms in step II (or, equivalently, the so-called “slow terms” in the right hand side of
equation (4)) were discussed in a previous work (Hérard
1995a).
5.1 Introductory remarks
We obviously restrict ourselves here to ﬁnite-volume techniques (Eymard et al. 2001) due to the great complexity
of the whole non-linear system. On the basis of the abovementioned result, a classical Godunov scheme – in the
limit of weak shocks – based upon the linear path, may
be developed to compute convective eﬀects (Forestier et
al. 1997); this, however, requires a tremendous amount of
CPU time. Thus, if we intend to avoid complexity, the
only schemes of practical interest seem to be approximate Riemann solvers. Since no exact Roe-type Riemann
solver (Roe 1981) based on a state average may be exhibited in the present case (Uhlmann 1997), we present now
an extension of the approximate Riemann solver called
VFRoe which was recently proposed in order to deal with
complex hyperbolic systems (Gallouët and Masella 1996;
Masella et al. 1999). Actually, other extensions of standard schemes to the framework of non-conservative systems might be used for computational purposes, but we
nonetheless restrict our presentation to VFRoe with nonconservative variables. It seems clear that either the HLL

(12)




ρU


ρU 2 + p + R11






ρU V + R12


 U (E + p + R11 ) + V R12 

 .
F1 (Z) = 

U R11




U R22






U R12
U R33

[ρ]21 = [Un ]21 = [p]21 = [Rnn ]21 = 0 ;
[ρ]76 = [Un ]76 = [p]76 = [Rnn ]76 = 0 .

5 An approximate Riemann solver

dF1
(Z) + Anc
1 (Z) .
dZ

(13)

We introduce a constant time step ∆t, integrate Eq. (10)
over cell Ωi , which provides:


Z(x, tn+1 )dx −
Z(x, tn )dx
Ωi


+



n+1

t

tn

Ωi

Ωi



(F1 (Z(x, t))),x + Anc
dt dx = 0.
(Z(x,
t))Z
,x
1

The explicit (ﬁrst-order) numerical scheme is:


− Zni
vol(Ωi ) Zn+1
i

+∆t
Fnum
(Zn )dΓ + ∆tSi (Zn ) = 0 , (14)
1
Γi

where:
Si (Zn )


0
0
0
0















 





=

−
Û
Û
2
R
11
i+1/2
i−1/2


i 







V̂i+1/2 − V̂i−1/2
2 R12
  
i
 
 

 R


V̂i+1/2 − V̂i−1/2 + R
Ûi+1/2 − Ûi−1/2 
11
12
 
i
i
0

(15)
The most suitable way to compute the so-called “source”
terms, which is based on the recent proposals by Forestier
et al. (1997) and Masella (1997), is described below. We
now present the main features of the approximate Riemann solver.
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Y ∗ = YL

5.2 A simple Riemann solver
Though the scheme presented below is slightly diﬀerent
from the original VFRoe scheme (see Gallouët and Masella
1996), it has been shown that it provides similar rates
of convergence, when focusing on the isentropic or full
Euler set of equations. On the basis of a series of analytical test cases involving shocks, contact discontinuities
and rarefaction waves, it was checked in this framework
that the present VFRoe scheme is as accurate as Roe’s
scheme. This new approach has previously been used to
compute some two-phase ﬂows (in this case, no Roe-type
approximate Riemann solver can be constructed, see the
work of Declercq-Xeuxet 1999 and Faucher 2000), using
ﬁnite-volume techniques.
First, using (12), Eq. (10) may be rewritten as follows:

Y ∗ = Y1
∗

or equivalently:
(16)

The 1D Riemann problem associated with the non-linear
hyperbolic system (16) and initial conditions

1 = U − c1 ; λ
2 = U − c2 ;
λ
4 = λ
5 = λ
6 = U ;
3 = λ
λ
7 = U + c2 ;
λ

and also

 
1/2
c1 = τ γp + 3R11
;
1/2

c2 = τ R11
.

φ∗i−1/2 + φ∗i+1/2
2

and φ̂i+1/2 = φ∗i+1/2

(to our knowledge, ﬁrst proposed by Masella 1997).

is linearized as follows:
(17)

where Y = (YR + YL )/2. System (17) contains ﬁve distinct linearly degenerate ﬁelds, and its solution is trivial, since it only requires computing eight real coeﬃcients
noted αi (for i = 1 to 8), setting
8

YR − YL =

8 = U + c1 ;
λ

This approach is suitable when using Roe-type schemes
(modiﬁed to account for non-conservative terms, Hérard
1995a,b). However, the most stable scheme when applied
to Godunov-type schemes is obtained via
φ̂i =

y(x < 0, t = 0) ≡ YL = Y(ZL ) ,
y(x > 0, t = 0) ≡ YR = Y(ZR ) ,

(Y),t + C1 (Y) (Y),x = 0 ,

7 < 0 and λ
8 > 0 ;
λ
8 < 0 ,
Y∗ = YR if λ
if

The most obvious way to compute integrals in (15) is to
apply central schemes:


φ̂i = φni and φ̂i+1/2 = φni + φni+1 /2 .

(Y),x = 0 ,

(Y),t + C1 (Y) (Y),x = 0 .

if

2 < 0 and λ
3 > 0 ;
λ
6 < 0 and λ
7 > 0 ;
λ

Fnum
(Zn ) = F1 (Z(Y∗ )) .
1

Thus we have
(Y),t +

Y ∗ = Y6

1 > 0 ;
if λ
1 < 0 and λ
2 > 0 ;
λ

The numerical ﬂux in the ﬁrst integral on the left hand
side of (14) is then set as:

Yt = (ρ−1 , U, V, p, R11 , R22 , R12 , R33 ) .

Z−1
Y (Y)(B)1 (Z(Y))ZY (Y)

if

Y = Y7

Z(Y),t + B1 (Z(Y)) (Z(Y)),x = 0 ,
(restricting to regular solutions) where

Y = Y2
∗

where

if

7

αi r̂i ,
i=1

where (r̂i ) represents the basis of right eigenvectors of the
matrix C1 (Y). Intermediate states are then uniquely deﬁned (see Appendix B for details) as:
Y1 = YL + α1 r̂1 ;
Y2 = YL + α1 r̂1 + α2 r̂2 ;
Y6 = YR − α8 r̂8 − α7 r̂7 ;
Y7 = YR − α8 r̂8 ;
and hence the state Y∗ at the initial location of the data
discontinuity is given by

Remark 3. The latter form (Masella 1997) to account for
non-conservative terms is the straightforward counterpart
of the Godunov scheme introduced previously to compute two-equation turbulent compressible closures (Louis
1995).
Remark 4. It should be emphasized that the present VFRoe
scheme turns out to be the original Godunov scheme when
considering the scalar Burgers equation rewritten in nonconservative
form, provided that the “star” value is the exact solution of the Riemann problem on the initial interface ξ =
x/t = 0.
Remark 5. Obviously, an entropy correction is required
(Buﬀard et al. 1998, 1999, 2000; Gallouët and Masella
1996; Masella 1997; Masella et al. 1999) to compute shock
tube problems when one sonic point is present in the 1rarefaction wave (respectively, in the 8-rarefaction wave).
Remark 6. An interesting property of the approximate Riemann solver may be exhibited (see Buﬀard et al. 2000 for
a straightforward counterpart in the Euler framework):
when considering a single discontinuity, it occurs that the
jump conditions associated with (17) are equivalent to
those detailed in Sect. 4.
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6 Turbulent shock tube problems
Shock tube problems are of prime importance to validate
the numerical treatment of convective terms. Before we
examine the capabilities of the scheme to predict the behaviour of turbulent shock tube ﬂows, we brieﬂy depict its
speed of convergence when applied to the simulation of the
Euler equations with the perfect gas state law (the ratio
of speciﬁc heats γ is assumed to be equal to 7/5). When
dealing with the Euler equations, the results obtained with
the present scheme are in excellent agreement with those
reported by Gallouët and Masella (1996), Masella (1997),
Masella et al. (1999) and were also compared with those
obtained using Roe’s scheme or the Godunov scheme. Actually (Buﬀard et al. 2000), the real rate of measured convergence, using L1 norm, is around 0.82 for both velocity
and pressure variables when using the ﬁrst order scheme
(respectively, 0.98 when using a MUSCL reconstruction
on primitive variables) and a bit lower (approximately
0.66) for density. This is due to the fact that both U
and p remain constant through the contact discontinuity of the Euler set of equations and only vary through
genuinely non-linear ﬁelds. The scheme has also been applied in order to compute the Euler equations with real
gas equations-of-state, using either structured or unstructured meshes (Buﬀard et al. 2000). The behaviour of the
scheme is also fairly good when applied to shallow-water
equations, even when “vacuum” occurs in the solution
or when dam-break waves are computed (Buﬀard et al.
1998). The extension of the scheme to non-conservative
hyperbolic systems was ﬁrst performed by Buﬀard et al.
(1999).
All computations discussed below have been obtained
with a CFL number equal to 1/2: (∆t/h) max (|λ1 |, |λ8 |) =
0.5 . This enables to ensure that non-linear waves do not
interact within each cell. In practice, almost all computations might be performed using a higher value (around
0.9), except probably when very strong shock waves occur or when strong double rarefaction waves develop. The
unit normal vector is assumed to be tangent to the x-axis:
n = (1, 0, 0)t . Thus, U and Un = U · n are identical here
(a similar remark holds for V and Uτ = U · τ ).
We present now the numerical results obtained with
the initial conditions which are similar to those pertaining to the Sod shock tube problem, considering the basic
set of “laminar” variables and adding new initial conditions on each side of the initial interface for “turbulent”
variables, i.e. R11 , R22 , R33 , R12 . Figure 2 displays the
computed solution of a Riemann problem associated with
(10), using the basic ﬁrst order time-space scheme, the
followinginitial data 


ρ−1 = 1
ρ−1 = 8




U =0
U =0












V =0
V =0




 p = 105 
 p = 104 




YR = 
YL = 
3  ;
3  ,
 R11 = 10 
 R11 = 10 
 R = 103 
 R = 103 




22
22



2
 R12 = 5 · 10 
 R12 = 5 · 102 
R33 = 103
R33 = 103

and a rather ﬁne uniform mesh (5000 nodes in the x direction). This is a diﬃcult test case, since both the turbulent Mach numbers and the anisotropy of the Reynolds
stress tensor are by no way negligible. Thus, there exists a
strong coupling not only between various Reynolds stress
components, but also between mean variables and second
moments. The time step is in agreement with the abovementioned CFL condition.
Similar to the pure gas dynamics case, a subsonic rarefaction wave propagates to the left, and a shock wave
travels to the right. The behaviour of the normal (axial)
component of the velocity U is quite similar to its counterpart in gas dynamics; however, the tangential (cross) velocity V no longer remains null (Fig. 2b) due to the strong
shear induced by the non-zero component R12 . Riemann
invariants U , p + R11 are well preserved through the 2wave, the 3-4-5-6 wave and the 7-wave (see Fig. 2a, b). It
should also be emphasized that the mean density (Fig. 2c)
and the Reynolds stress component R11 (Fig. 2d) do not
vary across the 2-wave and the 7-wave, according to the
respective theoretical results detailed in Appendix A. Numerical results obtained using a coarse mesh are of very
poor quality, since the two new waves (the 2-wave and the
7-wave) can hardly be distinguished.
Some other notations are introduced in Fig. 2g:
R12
R12
V+ =V +
; V− =V −
.
1/2
(ρR11 )
(ρR11 )1/2
Let us recall that V + (respectively, V − ) is a Riemann
invariant of the 2-wave (respectively, the 7-wave), see Appendices A2, A3. Figure 2f shows that the mean pressure
p varies considerably through the contact discontinuity
associated with the 3-4-5-6 wave, which is a direct consequence of the presence of turbulence (this has already
been pointed out by Hérard (1995a,b) and Louis (1995)
when considering two-equation models). It appears clearly
that the 2-wave and the 3-4-5-6 wave can hardly be distinguished even on this rather ﬁne mesh; this results in a
rather strange behaviour of V + due to the fact that the
turbulent component R11 on the left hand side of the contact discontinuity associated with the eigenvalues λ3 − λ6
in Proposition 2 is indeed very small (as compared with
the left initial value of R11 ). All Reynolds stress components (except R33 ) are plotted together in Fig. 2h. Figure
2e enables to check that the determinant R11 R22 − (R12 )2
remains positive in the (x, t) plane.
The next computational results presented in this section, which were also obtained on a uniform grid with
5000 nodes, are displayed in Fig. 3. The CFL number is
still equal to 0.5. The initial data, which is now




ρ−1 = 1
ρ−1 = 1
 U = 100 
 U = −100 












V =0
V =0




 p = 105 
 p = 105 




YL = 
YR = 
5  ;
5  ,
 R11 = 10 
 R11 = 10 
 R = 104 
 R = 104 




22
22



3
 R12 = 5 · 10 
 R12 = 5 · 103 
R33 = 104
R33 = 104
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b : axial and cross (−−) velocity

a : P + R11
300.0
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120000.0
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60000.0

40000.0

0.0

20000.0

0.0
0.0
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−100.0
0.0

10000.0

0.8
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0.6
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0.4

4000.0

0.2

2000.0

2000.0

4000.0

d : R11

c : density

1.0

0.0
0.0

2000.0

4000.0

0.0
0.0

1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0

Fig. 2a–h. The ﬁrst test case: a Sod-type shock tube problem
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e : R11*R22 − R12*R12

f : pressure
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0.0
0.0
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h : R12 , R22 (−−)

g : Riemann invariants V+, V−
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0.0
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0.0
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0.0
0.0

Fig. 2. (continued)
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b : axial and cross (−−) velocity

a : P + R11

280000.0

100.0

260000.0

50.0

240000.0

0.0

220000.0

−50.0

200000.0
0.0
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−100.0
0.0

d : R11

c : density

1.30
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160000.0
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140000.0
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1.10
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1.05

1.00
0.0

1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0

100000.0
0.0

1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0

Fig. 3a–h. The second test case: a strong double shock wave
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f : pressure

e : R11*R22 − R12*R12
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g : Riemann invariants V+, V−
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Fig. 3. (continued)
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generates a strong double shock wave. The high initial ratio R11 /p has been chosen intentionally, in order to check
the capability of the scheme to handle high turbulent
Mach numbers, which seems to be compulsory when one
aims at investigating the behaviour of jets impinging on
wall boundaries. When looking at the predicted values of
the mean density and some Reynolds stress components,
a small glitch located at the position of the initial discontinuity is visible. It is due to the fact that a perturbation
initially created there is hardly smoothed out since the
(null) eigenvalue associated with λ3−6 vanishes there during the whole computational time. This test case is indeed
interesting since it enables to predict the behaviour of the
scheme when computing jets impinging on wall boundaries in two- or three-dimensional geometries. This is also
one of the best test cases to illustrate the failure of (uncoupled) approximate Riemann solvers based on the wave
structure of the Euler set of equations (Uhlmann 1997).
Results obtained with an approximate version of the Roe
scheme are also brieﬂy described in Appendix D (Fig. 6).
The third series of ﬁgures (Fig. 4) corresponds to the
computation of a strong double rarefaction wave (still using a uniform grid with 5000 nodes) with the help of the
VFRoe scheme of Sect. 5.2. The CFL number is again
equal to 0.5, and the initial data




ρ−1 = 1
ρ−1 = 1
 U = −1000 
 U = 1000 








 V =0 
 V =0 




 p = 105 
 p = 105 




YL = 
YR = 
5  ;
5
 R11 = 10 
 R11 = 10 
 R = 103 
 R = 103 
 22
 22






 R12 = 103 
 R12 = 103 
R33 = 103
R33 = 103
generates a strong double rarefaction wave. This may represent a schematic view of the ﬂowﬁeld behind a bluﬀ
body. Although it is not the case here, we recall that these
initial conditions may lead to the occurrence of vacuum
when the modulus of the normal velocity is high enough
(see the condition arising in Proposition 3 in Sect. 4). The
mean axial velocity (Fig. 4b) is not a linear function of
x/t, unless γ is equal to 3, since the eﬀective celerity c
varies as


c=

PL
γ
ρL



ρ
ρL

γ−1


1/2 
ρ
PL
= γ
ρL
ρL

(R11 )L
+3
ρL


(γ−1)/2



ρ
ρL

2 1/2

3 (R11 )L
1+
γ PL



ρ
ρL

3−γ 1/2

in the 1-rarefaction wave (respectively, in the 8-rarefaction wave). The cross velocity is non-zero, as may be
checked in Fig. 4b. The small variation of the mean density (Fig. 4c) around the initial interface is characteristic
of the Godunov approach. Again, although the minimum
value of the product of eigenvalues is indeed small as compared with the left (or right) values, no loss of positivity
is observed. Due to the very small order of magnitude of
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the stress component R11 around the characteristic line
x/t = 0, all three contact discontinuities tend to merge,
as may be seen in Fig. 4g.
In Fig. 5 we provide some comparison between the numerical results obtained when applying the above scheme
(VFRoe) and an extension of the Rusanov (1961) scheme
to the framework of non-conservative systems (Appendix
C), following the initial proposition by Hérard (1995b).
Similar results may also be found in the work of Périgaud
and Archambeau (2000). The main purpose is to demonstrate that rather simple schemes may provide meaningful
results, if the overall eigenstructure is accounted for. The
initial conditions of the test case are the same as those
of the previous one. It is clear that both computational
results are very similar. The Rusanov scheme performs in
this test case rather well since neither contact discontinuity nor shock wave are present in the solution. The small
density spike seen in the solution is more smeared by the
extended Rusanov scheme (Fig. 5d). It may be noted that
this robust scheme enables to handle vacuum occurrence
(see the review on the basis of the Euler equations by
Seguin 2000 and Gallouët et al. 2000).

7 Conclusion
The main aim of the paper is to present an approximate
solution of the one-dimensional Riemann problem associated with an objective realisable second-moment closure
which is valid for compressible ﬂows. Basic analysis of the
non-conservative ﬁrst order diﬀerential system obviously
indicates that the structure of internal waves is quite different from its counterpart in non-turbulent ﬂows (the Euler equations). This analysis is crucial since the amount of
physical diﬀusive eﬀects in these turbulent models is much
smaller than that in two-equation models.
An algorithm has been suggested in order to compute
this second-moment closure. Numerical solutions conﬁrm
that the present ﬁnite-volume technique provides rather
satisfactory results (in particular, diagonal components as
well as fundamental minors, such as R11 R22 − (R12 )2 , remain positive). However, it becomes clear that accurate
computations of the two speciﬁc “slow” waves associated
with λ2 and λ7 require using either ﬁne meshes or at least
a second-order extension. As might have been expected,
approximate Riemann solvers based on the Euler set of
equations should not be used since they may provide spurious solutions (Uhlmann 1997), for instance when computing ﬂows in the vicinity of wall boundaries, and hence are
not suitable to handle computations of compressible turbulent ﬂows using the second-order approach. The extension of the Roe-type scheme introduced by Hérard (1995b)
to compute non-conservative hyperbolic systems also provides rather good results when computing single-phase
turbulent compressible ﬂows with shocks using secondmoment closures. This was recently demonstrated by Uhlmann (1997). A sample result is described in Appendix D.
Moreover, the simple extension of the Rusanov scheme has
also been shown to provide rather nice results (Périgaud
and Archambeau 2000).
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a : P + R11

b : axial and cross (−−) velocity
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Fig. 4a–h. The third test case: a double rarefaction wave
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e : R11*R22 − R12*R12

f : pressure
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Fig. 4. (continued)
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Fig. 5a–hThe third test case: a double rarefaction wave. Results for the Rusanov (a–f – dashed lines and g) and VFRoe (a–f
– solid lines and h) schemes. Dashed and solid lines in g and h correspond to the Riemann invariants V+ and V− , respectively
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Fig. 5. (continued)
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In the present paper we were not aiming at the “ultimate” or the most well-suited scheme to deal with this
non-conservative set of equations. Other extensions to the
non-conservative framework of the well-known schemes
such as the Osher scheme, the HLL scheme (Harten et al.
1983), or a suitable counterpart of the HLLC scheme (Toro
et al. 1994; Toro 1997) in order to account for the three
contact discontinuities, the AUSM scheme (Liou 1996), or
other approximate Godunov schemes, such as a counterpart of PVRS scheme (Toro 1997), are certainly potentially good candidates, too.
An ongoing eﬀort is currently directed towards the
comparison of several suitable schemes for the present purpose. Obviously, a MUSCL-type second order extension of
the present scheme combined with second order time integration (using the RK2 scheme, for instance) is easily
feasible, using (ρ, U, p) variables and Reynolds stress components. Implementation of the scheme in a ﬁnite volume
code using unstructured meshes is in progress.

Appendix A
We ﬁrst introduce τ = 1/ρ. We also recall that


1
ρUj Uj
− Rjj
p = (γ − 1) E −
2
2


.

The following can be then derived using the left hand sides
of (1)–(4):
τ,t + Uj τ,j − τ Uj,j = 0 ;
Ui,t + Uj Ui,j + τ p,i + τ Rij,j = 0 ;
p,t + Uj p,j + γpUj,j = 0 ;
Rij,t + Uk Rij,k + Rij Uk,k + Rik Uj,k + Rjk Ui,k = 0 ,
when considering regular solutions. We now restrict ourselves to a two-dimensional framework, use invariance under rotation, and neglect transverse variations (y-direction);
hence, the local one-dimensional convective system reduces to:
τ,t + U τ,x − τ U,x = 0 ;
U,t + U U,x + τ p,x + τ R11,x = 0 ;
V,t + U V,x + τ R12,x = 0 ;
p,t + U p,x + γpU,x = 0 ;
R11,t + U R11,x + 3R11 U,x = 0 ;
R22,t + U R22,x + R22 U,x + 2R12 V,x = 0 ;
R12,t + U R12,x + 2R12 U,x + R11 V,x = 0 ;
R33,t + U R33,x + R33 U,x = 0 .

A1. Eigenvalues and right eigenvectors
It may be easily checked that the eigenvalues of the matrix
associated with the above-mentioned ﬁrst-order diﬀerential system are
λ1 = U − c1 ;

λ2 = U − c2 ;

(A1.1)

λ3 = λ4 = λ5 = λ6 = U ;
λ7 = U + c2 ;

(A1.2)

λ8 = U + c1 ,

(A1.3)

with c1 = (γpτ + 3τ R11 )1/2 and c2 = (τ R11 )1/2 .
Right eigenvectors are as follows:
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 0 
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r5 = 

 −1 




 0 




 0 



 
0
 
0
 
 
0
 
 
 
0

r6 = 
  ;
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τ

using the followingnotations:
τ
da
c21 {a, s1 , s2 }
ϕ = exp 2
2
0 (γp + 2R11 ){a, s1 , s2 } a
 τ
da
c1 {a, s1 , s2 }R12
θ = −2
.
(γp
+
2R
){a,
s
,
s
}
a
11
1 2
0





c1






−1
2R12 c1 (γp + 2R11 )






−γp


 ;

r1 = 



−3R11




2
−1 
 −(R22 + 4R12
(γp
+
2R
)
)
11




 −2R12 c2 (γpτ + 2τ R11 )−1 
1


−R33



We start from:

−σ[ρV ] + [ρU V + R12 ] = 0 ;
−σ[E] + [U (E + R11 + p)] + [V R12 ] = 0 ;
−σ[R11 ] + [U R11 ] + 2R11 [U ] = 0 ;
−σ[R22 ] + [U R22 ] + 2R12 [V ] = 0 ;

(A1.4)

−σ[R12 ] + [U R12 ] + R11 [V ] + R12 [U ] = 0 ;
−σ[R33 ] + [U R33 ] = 0 .
Contact discontinuities:
(i) Through the 2-wave, we have
[U ]21 = [p]21 = [ρ]21 = [R11 ]21 = 0,

(A3.1)

so that

A2. Riemann invariants
Riemann invariants may now be computed;
1-wave (GNL – genuinely non-linear):
 τ
c1 (a, s1 , s2 )
φ = s1 = pτ γ , s2 = R11 τ 3 , U −
da,
a
0
(R11 R22 − (R12 )2 )τ 4 , R12 ϕ, V + θ, R33 τ
2-wave (LD – linearly degenerate):

φ = τ, U, p, R11 , R11 R22 − (R12 )2 ,

V + R12 (ρR11 )−1/2 , R33 ;

; (A2.1)

ρ(U − σ)[V ]21 + [R12 ]21 = 0 ;

(U − σ)[R22 ]21 + 2R12 [V ]21 = 0 ;
(U − σ)[R12 ]21 + R11 [V ]21 = 0 .
Hence



(A2.2)

(A2.3)

2

φ = τ, U, p, R11 , R11 R22 − (R12 ) ,

V − R12 (ρR11 )−1/2 , R33 ;

(A2.4)

R11 [R22 ]21

s1 = pτ γ , s2 = R11 τ 3 , U +
4

0

−

2R12 [R12 ]21

τ

c1 (a, s1 , s2 )
da,
a

(R11 R22 − (R12 ) )τ , R12 ϕ, V − θ, R33 τ

, (A2.5)

(A3.3)

1

= 0 ⇔ [R11 R22 −

(R12 )2 ]21

[R33 ]21 = 0 .

=0.
(A3.4)
(A3.5)

(ii) A similar result holds through the 7-wave:
[U ]76 = [p]76 = [ρ]76 = [R11 ]76 = 0 ;
[R33 ]76 = 0 ;
7

[V ]76 = (R11 ρ)−1/2 R12 ;
7
6
1/2

R11 R22 − (R12 )2

8-wave (GNL):


(A3.2)

and

Obviously

φ = {U, V, p + R11 , R12 } ;

σ = U − (R11 /ρ)1/2

2

[V ]21 = − (R11 ρ)−1/2 R12 ;

3-4-5-6-wave (LD):

2

−σ[ρ] + [ρU ] = 0 ;

−σ[ρU ] + [ρU 2 + R11 + p] = 0 ;

R33

φ=

;

A3. Shocks and contact discontinuities



−τ




c1




 2R c (γp + 2R )−1 
12 1
11






γp


 .
r8 = 




3R11




2
−1 
 R22 + 4R12
(γp + 2R11 ) 



 2R12 c2 (γpτ + 2τ R11 )−1 
1



7-wave (LD):
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σ = U + (R11 /ρ)

6

=0;
.

(A3.6)
(A3.7)
(A3.8)
(A3.9)
(A3.10)

(iii) Through the 3-4-5-6-wave, we get:
[U ]62 = [V ]62 = [p + R11 ]62 = [R12 ]62 = 0 .

(A3.11)
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[R11 R22 −(R12 )2 ]R
7



[ρ]R
7
(R11 )7 +(R11 )R (R22 )7 +(R22 )R
=2
ρ7 +ρR

2 
− (R12 )7 +(R12 )R
;
(A3.26)

Shocks:
(iv) Through the 1-wave, we connect states “L” and “1”
using a real parameter z (z > 1) and β = (γ + 1)/(γ − 1):
ρ1 = zρL ;
(A3.12)


βz − 1
pL ;
p1 =
(A3.13)
β−z


2z − 1
(R11 )L ;
(R11 )1 =
(A3.14)
2−z
U1 = UL − (z − 1) ×
1/2

(R11 )L
β + 1 pL
3
×
+
. (A3.15)
(β − z)z ρL
(2 − z)z ρL
The speed of the 1-shock is:
σ=

1
2



U1 + Ul + (ρ1 + ρL )

UL − U1
ρL − ρ 1

.

(A3.16)

(R33 )1 = z(R33 )L ;

(A3.17)

[R11 R22 − (R12 )2 ]1L


[ρ]1L 
(R11 )L +(R11 )1 (R22 )L +(R22 )1
=2
ρL +ρ1

2 
− (R12 )L +(R12 )1
.
(A3.18)
The remaining two variables V and R12 are the solutions
of



V1
ρU 1,L − σρ1,L
1
U 1,L − σ + [U ]1L
(R12 )1
(R11 )1,L



VL
ρU 1,L − σρ1,L
1
. (A3.19)
=
U 1,L − σ − [U ]1L
(R12 )L
(R11 )1,L
(v) Through the 8-wave, we connect states “7” and “R”
using a real parameter z (z < 1):
ρR = zρ7 ;
(A3.20)


βz − 1
p7 ;
pR =
(A3.21)
β−z


2z − 1
(R11 )7 ;
(R11 )R =
(A3.22)
2−z
UR = U7 + (z − 1)
1/2

(R11 )7
β + 1 p7
3
×
+
. (A3.23)
(β − z)z ρ7
(2 − z)z ρ7

1
σ=
2

U7 + UR + (ρ7 + ρR )

We also get:



UR − U7
ρR − ρ7

(R33 )R = z(R33 )7 ;

1

(R11 )7,R

U 7,R − σ + [U ]R
7


=



ρU 7,R − σρ7,R
ρU 7,R − σρ7,R

1

(R11 )7,R

U 7,R − σ − [U ]R
7

VR



(R12 )R

V7
(R12 )7


. (A3.27)

A4. Solution of the one-dimensional Riemann problem



Besides, we get:

The speed of the 8-shock is:



U1 = U7 ;
(p + R11 )1 = (p + R11 )7 .

(A4.1)

We may introduce (z1 , z2 ) such that
ρ1 = z 1 ρ L ;
ρR = z2 ρ7 .

(A4.2)

Then, owing to (A2.1), (A2.5) as well as (A3.13), (A3.14),
(A3.21), (A3.22), we may parametrize both p and R11 as
follows:
p1 = pL h1 (z1 ) ,
(A4.3)
pR = p7 h2 (z2 ) ;
(R11 )1 = (R11 )L · g1 (z1 ) ,
(R11 )R = (R11 )7 · g2 (z2 ) ;

(A4.4)

using formula (A3.13), (A3.14) if z1 is greater than 1 (respectively, (A2.1) if z1 < 1), and formula (A3.21), (A3.22)
if z2 < 1 (respectively, (A2.5) if z2 > 1). Normal velocities
are linked through the following relations:
U1 = UL + f1 (z1 ; ρL ; pL ; (R11 )L ) ;
UR = U7 + f2 (z2 ; ρR ; pR ; (R11 )R ) ,

(A4.5)

(A3.24)

owing to (A2.1), (A2.5), (A3.15), and (A3.23). Then, elimination of (A4.3), (A4.4), and (A4.5) and substitution into
(A4.1) provides:

(A3.25)

UR − UL = f1 (z1 ; ρL ; pL ; (R11 )L )
+f2 (z2 ; ρR ; pR ; (R11 )R ) ;


.

First, let us notice that U , p, ρ as well as R11 remain unchanged through the 2-wave and the 7-wave. This may be
veriﬁed using (A2.2), (A2.4), (A3.1), and (A3.6). Thus, in
this subsection, we focus on the above subset of variables
and omit the 2-wave and the 7-wave; this simply means
that at ﬁrst we are only looking for the values of intermediate states “1” and “7”. Moreover, a glance at (A3.11)
shows that both U and p + R11 satisfy

(A4.6)
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pL h1 (z1 ) + (R11 )L · g1 (z1 ) = pR h−1
2 (z2 )
+(R11 )R · g2−1 (z2 ) .

(A4.7)

This coupled system with two unknowns admits a unique
solution (z1 , z2 ) in [0, m] × [m−1 , +∞] (where m is deﬁned
as m = max{2, (γ + 1)/(γ − 1)} ), provided that the following condition holds:
UR − UL < XL + XR ,
with
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(R33 )1 = (R33 )L



τL
τ1

≥0.

Otherwise, if the 1-wave is a shock wave, we notice that,
owing to (A3.14), (A3.17) and (A3.18):

(R11 )1 =

(A4.8)

2z1 − 1
2 − z1


(R11 )L ≥ 0 ;

(R33 )1 = z1 (R33 )L ;


Xi =

γpi
ρi



a (γ−1)/2
ρi ( ρi )


×

1/2

1+

11 )i
3 (RγP
i

 3−γ 1/2
a
ρi

a

0

[R11 R22 − (R12 )2 ]1L ≥ 0 ⇒ (R11 R22 − (R12 )2 )1
≥ (R11 R22 − (R12 )2 )L ≥ 0 .
da,

A5.2. In the linearly degenerate 2-wave, we have, using
previous results:

(A4.9)

(R11 )2 = (R11 )1 ≥ 0 ;

where i is either “L” (left state), or “R” (right state). Here
we indicate only the main lines of the proof. First of all,
taking (A4.7) into account one may relate z1 to z2 :
dz1 (z2 )
≤0.
z1 = z1 (z2 ) , where
dz2
Moreover, it may be checked that f1 is a decreasing function of z1 , and f2 is an increasing function of z2 . Thus,
f1 (z1 (z2 ); ρL ; pL ; (R11 )L ) + f2 (z2 ; ρR ; pR ; (R11 )R ) is an increasing function of z2 . Eventually, the notion that
XL =

lim f1 (z1 (z2 ); ρL ; pL ; (R11 )L ) ,

z2 →+∞

XR =

(R11 R22 − (R12 )2 )2 = (R11 R22 − (R12 )2 )1 ≥ 0 ;
(R33 )2 = (R33 )1 ≥ 0 .
A5.3. Through the 8 rarefaction wave, we have, on the
basis of (A2.5):

(R11 )7 = (R11 )R

We have to check now that Reynolds stress components
satisfy the following inequalities:
R11 ≥ 0 ;
R11 R22 − (R12 )2 ≥ 0 ;
R33 ≥ 0 .
We assume that (initial) left and right states fulﬁll the
above mentioned conditions.
A5.1. Thus, in the 1-rarefaction wave, we have, on the
basis of (A2.1):
 3
τL
(R11 )1 = (R11 )L
≥0;
τ1
 4
τL
(R11 R22 − (R12 )2 )1 = (R11 R22 − (R12 )2 )L
≥0;
τ1

≥0;


2

(R11 R22 − (R12 ) )7 = (R11 R22 − (R12 ) )R


z2 →+∞

A5. The Reynolds stress tensor is realisable

3

2

lim f2 (z2 ; ρR ; pR ; (R11 )R )

enables to conclude the proof. The reader is referred to
Forestier et al. (1995), Herard (1995b), Louis (1995) for a
similar result.

τR
τ7

(R33 )7 = (R33 )R

τR
τL

τR
τ7

4
≥0;


≥0.

In the 8-shock wave, we get, using (A3.22), (A3.25),
(A3.26):

(R11 )7 = (R11 )R

2z2 − 1
2 − z2

−1
≥0;

(R33 )7 = (R33 )R z1−1 ≥ 0 ;
2
[R11 R22 − (R12 )2 ]R
7 ≤ 0 ⇒ 0 ≤ (R11 R22 − (R12 ) )R
≤ (R11 R22 − (R12 )2 )7 .

A5.4. In the linearly degenerate 7-wave, we have, using
results in A5.3:
(R11 )6 = (R11 )7 ≥ 0 ;
(R11 R22 − (R12 )2 )6 = (R11 R22 − (R12 )2 )7 ≥ 0 ;
(R33 )6 = (R33 )7 ≥ 0 .
This completes the proof.
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Appendix B

noting that

B1. The four intermediate states are given as follows:
Y1 = YL + α1 r̂1 ;

and

Y2 = YL + α1 r̂1 + α2 r̂2 ;
Y7 = YR − α8 r̂8 .
Coeﬃcients associated with the “GNL” ﬁelds are:
τ
1
[U ]R
[p + R11 ]R
α1 =
L −
L ;
2ĉ1
2ĉ21
τ
1
[U ]R
[p + R11 ]R
α8 =
L +
L
2ĉ21
2ĉ1

and









τ




ĉ1






−1


2R12 ĉ1 γp + 2R11








−γp


r̂1 = 
 ;


−3R
11



 

2

−1 

 − R22 + 4R12 (γp + 2R11 )






 −2R12 ĉ21 γp τ + 2τ R11 −1 


−R33


−τ




ĉ1




−1 



 2R12 ĉ1 γp + 2R11






γp


r̂8 = 
 .


3R11




2

−1 
 R22 + 4R12 (γp + 2R11 ) 



 

 2R12 ĉ21 γp τ + 2τ R11 −1 


R33
Coeﬃcients associated with the two new “LD” ﬁelds are:



2R12
−ĉ2
1
R
α2 =
[U ]R
+
[p
+
R
]
11
L
L
τ
2R11 γp + 2R11

ĉ2
R
+ [V ]R
;
L − [R12 ]L
τ



−2R12
ĉ2
1
R
R
α7 =
[U ]L + [p + R11 ]L
2R11 γp + 2R11 τ

ĉ2
R
R
+ [V ]L + [R12 ]L ,
τ

0





 0 




 ĉ 
 2 




 0 
 .
r̂7 = 


 0 




 2R12 




 R11 



0

ĉ21 = τ (γp + 3R11 )


0



 0 




 ĉ

2






 0 
 ;
r̂2 = 


 0 




 −2R12 




 −R11 



Y6 = YR − α8 r̂8 − α7 r̂7 ;

with

ĉ22 = τ R11

0

B2. Considering, ﬁrst, the 2-wave, and owing to the fact
that
Y2 = Y1 + α2 r̂2 ,
we immediately obtain that the numerical (approximate)
intermediate states satisfy
[U ]21 = [p]21 = [ρ]21 = [R11 ]21 = 0,
as they do in the continuous case. A similar result holds
for the 7-wave:
[U ]76 = [p]76 = [ρ]76 = [R11 ]76 = 0 .
Turning then to the 3-4-5-6 wave, we have that the numerical values of the intermediate states “2” and “6” agree
with
[U ]62 = [p + R11 ]62 = [V ]62 = [R12 ]62 = 0 .
Hence, all these Riemann invariants are numerically preserved.

Appendix C
We brieﬂy present here the extension of the Rusanov scheme which has been used to compute the non-conservative
system
Z,t + (F1 (Z)),x + Anc
(C.1)
1 (Z)Z,x = 0 .
The integration over the cell Ωi and the constant time
step ∆t provides:


 n+1
n
vol (Ωi ) Zi − Zi + ∆t
FRusanov
(Zn )dΓ
1
+∆tπi (Zn ) = 0,

Γi

(C.2)

where

FRusanov
(Zn ) = F1 (Zni ) + F1 (Zni+1 )
1

−ri+1/2 (Zni+1 − Zni ) /2 .

(C.3)
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a : P + R11

b : axial and cross (−−−) velocity
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c : Mean density
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d : R11
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Fig. 6a–d. The second test case: a strong double shock wave. Results for the extension of the Roe scheme to the non-conservative
system
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We recall that the continuous ﬂux is given by:




ρU





ρU 2 + p + R11






ρU V + R12






 U (E + p + R11 ) + V R12 

.
F1 (Z) = 



U R11






U
R
22






U R12



(C.4)

U R33
The spectral radius rspec (B1 ) of B1 (Z) = dF1 (Z)/dZ +
Anc
1 (Z) is computed on each side of the interface and the
resulting coeﬃcient is written as
ri+1/2 = max{rspec ((B1 )i ) rspec((B1 )i+1 )} .

(C.5)

Integration of the non-conservative part leads to:
πi (Zn ) =




0





0








0






0


.
=




2(R
11 )i (U i+1/2 − U i−1/2 )






)
(V
−
V
)
2(R
12 i
i+1/2
i−1/2






(R11 )i (V i+1/2 − V i−1/2 ) + (R12 )i (U i+1/2 − U i−1/2 )


0
(C.6)

Appendix D
We brieﬂy present here the extension of the Roe scheme
which has been used to compute the non-conservative system
Z,t + (F1 (Z)),x + Anc
(D.1)
1 (Z)Z,x = 0 .
We still denote the constant time step as ∆t. The straightforward integration over cell Ωi again provides



n
n
+
∆t
−
Z
FRoe
vol (Ωi ) Zn+1
i
1 (Z )dΓ
i
+∆tπi (Zn ) = 0 ,

Γi

(D.2)

where


n
n
n
FRoe
1 (Z ) = F1 (Zi ) + F1 (Zi+1 )
−Ω(Z(Yi+1/2 ))| ∧ |(Z(Yi+1/2 ))

Ω −1 (Z(Yi+1/2 ))(Zni+1 − Zni ) /2 . (D.3)

The state Y is the same as in the main text: Yt = (ρ−1 ,
U , V , p, R11 , R22 , R12 , R33 ). The continuous ﬂux is still
given by


ρU




ρU 2 + p + R11






ρU V + R12






 U (E + p + R11 ) + V R12 
.

(D.4)
F1 (Z) = 



U R11






U
R
22






U R12


U R33
Λ(Z) and Ω(Z) represent the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues and the matrix of right eigenvectors of the matrix
of convective eﬀects B1 (Z) = dF1 (Z)/dZ + Anc
1 (Z), respectively. The integration of the non-conservative part
πi (Zn ) is exactly the same as in Appendix C related to
the Rusanov scheme.
The initial conditions associated with the computational results displayed in Fig. 6 are those of the Riemann
problem which corresponds to a double shock wave (see
the main text). Hence:


t
YL
= 1, 100, 0, 105 , 105 , 104 , 5 · 103 , 104 ;


t
YR
= 1, −100, 0, 105 , 105 , 104 , 5 · 103 , 104 .
The uniform mesh contains only 500 nodes. The CFL
number is equal to 0.5.
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